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The political birth of the Palestinian Autonomy on a part of the mandated Palestine occurs during the Israeli territorial occupation after the Six Day War.

The General Agreements signed in Washington between the Palestine Liberation Organisation and Israel on September 13, 1993 announce the emergence of the Palestinian independence.

The study of this political birth of the Palestinian entity has only been possible through an economical and political hybrid approach of this autonomy.

The approach is chronological. It is divided in three periods:

- The Israeli occupation outlined the forced economical integration of the Palestinian territories. The geographical fragmentation subdues their economy to centrifugal forces. The analysis of the Palestinian demography shows a plural and heterogeneous composition of the Palestinian society. It also shows that the high rate of demography growth is one of the major problems of the Palestinian territories.

- The experience of the Palestinian autonomy showed off necessities. Our analysis allowed to put forward vital needs: social and employment imperatives and constraints in financing the employment-carrying projects. The financial imperatives depend on the regional and international approach for the Palestinian economy growth. In spite of its economical backwardness, the Palestinian autonomy had attainments in the fields of infrastructures and occidental assistance.

- The part on the future of the Palestinian independence led us to imagine different scenarios for the Territories and the region. The economical and political Palestinian independence will have to get rid of the moral and ideological reserves of its leaders. It will maybe go through a two-stage process: a political and economical separation then a regional cooperation with Israel in a lasting peace context.